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Dear Editor,

The 11th Evidence Based Management Day on “Metastatic

Neck Disease” was held in March, 2013, in Newcastle Upon

Tyne. This topic was originally addressed in 1999. The

objective of the meeting was for expert clinicians to present

their critical appraisal of the current evidence basis for

specific areas in management of metastatic neck disease.

Speakers were requested to avoid anecdote and experience,

drawing conclusions directly from the available evidence and

to grade recommendations according to the SIGN level of

evidence and grading system. Each session was chaired by an

independent expert who led a subsequent panel discussion

and audience participation to develop a management

consensus. This article sets the scene, summarises the

conclusions and presents the key points, with high-level

evidence referenced. Details of each topic with the evidence

base and key references are in the Appendix S1, which is in

the electronic version of the journal.

Classification and diagnosis

The classification of the extent of neck dissection (ND)

would appear crucial in evaluating the efficacy of this

treatment. Three classification systems were discussed. The

American Head and Neck Society system has evolved over

the last two decades to clarify the definition of levels and

sublevels of the neck within its description of selective neck

dissection (SND),modified radical ND (MRND) and radical

ND (RND). The Japanese Neck Dissection Study Group

named principal, non-principal structures and S, J, P and C

regions which equate to levels I, II–IV, V and VI. The most

recent consensus description uses the symbol ‘ND’ as the first

component followed by the side of the dissection, R (right)

or L (left), a second component to address the neck levels

removed and a third component to denote the non-

lymphatic structures removed. Which of these systems to

recommend for universal adoption is challenging as they

have been generated through consensus opinion only, with

no validating evidence to support them. There remains a

need for international clarification and adoption of a

universal system which is proven to be fit for purpose.

The diagnostic accuracy of radiological imaging for neck

metastases has been the subject of twometa-analyses.1,2 Both

computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) offered similar sensitivity (81%) but the

specificity of MRI varied between the two studies. For CT,

the specificity was 76%withMRI reported at 61%, but more

recently at 86%. Whilst the advances in MRI are reflected in

these figures, evidence for CT pre-dates 2004 with no

evidence on CT perfusion and dual energy CT. Diffu-

sion-weighted MRI and the use of ultrasmall super para-

magnetic iron oxide contrast agent may improve detection

rates. Ultrasound offers the highest accuracy but lacks the

advantage of covering the primary site (sensitivity 87%,

specificity 86%). The addition of fine needle aspiration to

ultrasound increases specificity to 98% through cytology.

Positron Emission Tomography – Computed Tomogra-

phy (PET-CT) is increasingly utilised in head and neck

cancer (HNC) management. In the pre-treatment setting, it

may offer a slightly higher sensitivity and specificity for neck

metastases than conventional imaging. In the setting of the

clinically negative neck it doubles positive likelihood ratio to

50%.3 Superior detection rates were observed when a

dedicated high resolution, contrast enhanced head and neck

PET-CT protocol was used, compared with standard whole

body PET-CT. PET-CT has become popular following

non-surgical treatment for HNC. If performed 12 weeks or

more following treatment the negative predictive value

(NPV) for residual nodal metastases is very high (96%).4
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However, a complete response in the neck onCT also offers a

similarly high NPV.

Sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) has chiefly been

explored in early stage oral cavity cancer. Its sensitivity and

NPV are very high, with 29%of tumours upstaged by SLNB.5

Neck recurrence following SLNB appears to be low (5.5%).

Despite these encouraging results, SLNB should be regarded

as experimental until further high-level evidence emerges.

Primary surgery

The recommendations for the extent of neck dissection for

each primary HNC subsite, in the clinically and radiologi-

cally negative neck, are summarised in Table 1.

There is little doubt that ND techniques have evolved to

become more conservative in extent. The routine dissection

of level V is often questioned. The prevalence of metastatic

spread to level V from all head and neck cancer sites is low at

4–15% and lowest for oral cavity primary cancers. When

level V metastases do occur they are invariably associated

with disease in other levels of the neck. The prevalence of

isolated level V disease is less than 0.1%. There appears little

oncological evidence to support level V dissection, unless

there is clinical involvement or advanced nodal disease.

Transoral surgery for HNC is increasingly performed at

the primary site. Most studies report SND being performed

for patients undergoing transoal surgery. For many, the real

question is regarding the timing of the ND; concurrent ND

reduces the risk of primary site haemorrhage while delayed

ND avoids a communication between the primary site and

the neck. An emerging alternative, popular with transoral

robotic surgery, is to perform the ND 2 weeks prior to the

primary site resection. This allows ligation of the external

carotid artery branches feeding the primary site and also

reduces the risk of a communication between the pharynx

and neck. Studies varied in the timing of ND with

comparable high locoregional control between simultaneous

and delayed ND.

Advanced/Recurrent disease

Surprisingly, there is little evidence in support of postop-

erative radiotherapy (PORT). PORT is widely recom-

mended for the standard adverse pathological findings but

there are no large randomised controlled trials (RCT) that

confirm the additional value of PORT compared to surgery

alone. There is one small (n = 42) RCT demonstrating no

improvement in loco-regional control or disease-specific

survival with PORT.6 The most compelling evidence comes

from an analysis of a 5000 patient database which

concluded that PORT improved overall and disease-specific

survival in patients with nodal disease including N1.

Whether this proves the causal effect of PORT has been

questioned. Given the ubiquitous use of PORT, it is very

unlikely that higher level evidence will emerge. However,

the addition of concurrent chemotherapy to PORT is

supported by level 1 evidence for extra-capsular nodal

spread, positive margins but not for perineural spread or >2
involved lymph nodes.7

Surgical management for residual neck disease following

non-surgical treatment is of particular importance in the

modern era of the increasing utilisation of chemoradiother-

apy. As mentioned above, PET-CT offers a very high NPV to

aid in decision-making. However, high false-positive rates

will occur if utilised earlier than 10 weeks following com-

pletion of therapy. Partial response of nodal disease,

clinically and/or radiologically, should be managed surgi-

cally. In the absence of level V disease an SND or clearance of

the involved levels alone is appropriate. Complete response

in N1 disease requires no further treatment. The manage-

Table 1. Recommendations for levels of neck to be dissected in the

clinically and radiologically negative neck if surgery is the initial

treatment

Primary site Levels to be dissected

Grade of

recommendation

Oral cavity I–III A

No advantage in

MRND over SND

A

IIB should be

included

B

Oropharynx I–III C

Include IIB B

Include level I C

Significant chance of

contralateral disease

C

Supraglottis IIA–III B

IIB and IV can be

spared.

B

Contralateral SND

not indicated

C

Glottis IIA–III C

IIB can be spared C

Include IV for T3/4 C

Level IV < 5%

involvement

C

Low risk of

contralateral and IV

involvement with

small volume tumours

D

Subglottis II–IV, VI D

Hypopharynx II–IV D

MRND, modified radical neck dissection; SND, selective neck

dissection.
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ment of N2+ disease with complete response is a cause for

debate. Many clinicians previously have supported routine

post-chemoradiotherapy ND, which has inevitably resulted

in over treatment for many patients with negative ND

pathology. The results of the PET-NECK Trial, a large

multicentre RCT conducted in the UK, are eagerly awaited

and should add clarification to this question. The two arms

to the study were either a post-treatment neck dissection or

post-treatment PET-CT, with management dictated accord-

ing to the imaging results. In the setting of persistent primary

disease and complete neck response, it would seem wise to

include a ND with salvage primary site surgery.

The rehabilitation of shoulder dysfunction following

neck dissection is not improved with the use of

standard physiotherapy. However, specialist Progressive

Resistance Training improved pain, shoulder stability

and range of movement compared to standard physical

therapy.

Keypoints

• International agreement is required to set the most

appropriate neck dissection classification system.

• Computed Tomography and Magnetic Resonance

Imaging offer similar accuracy in detecting nodal

metastases with modern techniques offering improved

detection rates.

• Ultrasound with fine needle aspiration cytology offers

the highest detection rates for neck metastases.

• Level Vneed only be included in a neck dissection if it is

clinically involved or in the presence of advanced nodal

disease.

• The optimal timing of ND with transoral surgery

requires further investigation.

• Postoperative radiotherapy is not supported by high-

level evidence, but widely practised.

• The addition of chemotherapy to PORT is indicated

for positive surgical margins and extra-capsular

spread.

• Partial neck response to non-surgical therapy should

be treated with a ND.

• PET-CT performed at least 12 weeks following

completion of non-surgical therapy offers a very

high negative predictive value for residual neck

disease.

• Complete neck response on CT to non-surgical

therapy also offers a very high negative predictive

value for residual neck disease.
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